
WHY DIRECT TENSIO:"l TEST SPECIME:"IS BREAK 

FLEXING TO THE SIDE 

By Zdenek P. Bazant,' Fello\\, ASCE, and Luigi Cedolin,' :\iember, ASCE 

ABSTRACT: Contra" to the traditional \lew. unnotched direct ten"on test spec
imens of quasI-brittle materials that exhibit poq-peak strain softening do not ddorm 
symmetrically. A[ter p,,,slng the peak l(lad, the equilibrium path bifurcates and 
the secondary postb,[urcation branch represents flexIng t,) the SIde. The bifurcatI()n 
is sho"n to he analogous to Shanley's b,lureat,on In elaqoplastte columns. Ac
cording to the thermodynamic criterion 01 stable path_ the flexing to one side must 
occur even i[ the geometry" perfect and i[ the straIghtening effect o[ the moment 
o[ the axial [oree about the centroid o[ the ddleeted cro" section is taken Into 
account. The lateral flexing favors faIlure of the speCImen at midlcngth. The phe
nomenon ("hieh IS "milar to the recently dlScO\cred behavior o[ notched tensile 
[racture specimens) is first Illustrated uSing a simple model ,n "hich the specimen 
consists of t"o rigid bars of une4ual lengths, loined hI' a stralll-softening link. It 
,s shown that fleXing to the "de is retarded if the attachments to the Inading mach,ne 
exert a suff,c,ent restraint against rotation. The anal"" IS thcn extended to a 
specimen consisting of two unloading clastic beams loined hv a short strain-softening 
segment, and Similar conclusiOn> are reachcd. The maXIiTIUrTl loau III the unnotched 
direct-tension test gives the material strength Iim,t, but the postpca, load-deflectIOn 
response cannot yield the straIll-softenIng material pn)pert,cs and energy-absorp
tIon capability except when sophIStIcated stabilIty anall'sr; IS made and the size of 
the strain-softentng zone is known a prion. 

INTRODUCTION 

The direct tensile test is widely used for determining the uniaxial yield 
limit or direct tensile strength of a material. However. for brittle or quasi
brittle materials, such as concretc. rock, or ceramics. which exhibit strain 
softening. the interpretation of this test is not easy. 

As van Mier (1986. 1989). Rots and de Borst (1987.1989), and HordiJk 
et al. (19~7) have shown, both hy experiment and by numerical finite
element analysis with the crack-hand model. symmetrically notched pris
matic specimens suhjected to centric tension do not deform symmetrically 
hut flex to one side as cracks propagate from the notches, A similar loss of 
symmetry and lateral flexing was analytically demonstrated on the basis of 
linear elastic fracture mechanics in Bazant (1988, 1989) and Bazant and 
Tahbara (1989)_ The conclusion was that only one of the two symmetric 
cracks can propagate. Suhsequentlv Bazant (unpuhlished Iectures_ 1989) 
and Bazant and Cedolin [( 1991) section 13 .S] analyzed bifurcation and the 
stable response path of the centrically tensioned specimen shown in Fig. 1. 
which consists of two rigid bars of equal length that are restrained at the 
ends by springs and are connected in the middle by two softening elements. 
They found that this idealized specimen, too, flexes to one side if certain 
not abnormal conditions arc met. A similar phenomenon was demonstrated 
by Pijaudier-Cabot and Akrih (1989). who used layered heam finite clements 
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FIG. 1. (a) Rigid-Bar Model of Direct Tension Specimen; (b) Free-Body Diagram; 
(c) Loading and Unloading Tangential Moduli 

to analyze a tensile specimen with strain-softening due to distributed crack
lIlg. 

The previous finite-element analysis of the lateral flexing of tensile spec
imens neglected the second-order geometric effects of lateral deflections. 
While in compression these effects promote lateral deflection of the spec
imen, in tension they retard it because the moment of the aXIal tensile force 
about the centroid of the deflected cross section at midlength tends to 
straighten the specimen. The more slender the specimen. the more pro
nounced this effect must be. Thus there arises the question of whether the 
nonlinear geometric effects might he ahle to prevent lateral tlexing. We will 
see that in general they cannot. 

The objective of this paper is to generalize the solution of Bazant (un-
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published lectures, 1989) and Bazant and Cedolin (1991), present a simple, 
convincing demonstration of the loss of symmetry of response, and discuss 
in simple, easily comprehensible terms the practical implications for the 
direct tension test. 

FLEXING OF SPECIMEN CONSISTING OF Two RIGID BARS 

Incremental Equilibrium Equations 
For the sake of simple illustration we consider the tensile specimen in 

Fig. lea). Let N be the axial (tensile) load and u the corresponding axial 
displacement. The bar length is L, and we let the two rigid bars have, in 
general, unequal lengths LI and L. The bars are linked by two deformable 
short flanges of length h (h « L: L '" LI + L:) and cross-section areas 
AI' each of negligible width and located at distances b from the cross-section 
center. These flanges, in which the strain is assumed to be uniform, can 
exhibit strain-softening, characterized by tangent softening modulus E, [E, 
< 0; Fig. l(c)]. The specimen is supported at the ends by hinges with springs 
of rotational stiffnesses C. Let w be the deflection of the link, and til and 
fl2 the inclination angles of bars LI and L:, respectively. The link is assumed 
to transmit a shear force without deforming in shear. 

Let us assume that initially 81 = fl2 = 0 (which means the structure is 
perfect), and that the equilibrium is disturbed by applying a small lateral 
load of at the link, while the axial tensile force varies by oN [Fig. l(b)J. 
The flange on the right side follows the loading modulus ~', (E, < 0), while 
the flange on the left side obeys modulus ~E" with ~ = I if its strain is 
increasing or remaining constant and ~ = Ej E, if the strain is decreasing; 
E" is the unloading modulus [Fig. I(c)] (0 < ~" 'S E = initial elastic 
modulus). The equilibrium conditions of each bar for vertical forces and 
for moments about the center of the link require that oFt + of, = oN 
and b(oFt - r-.f~) = Now + Cofl l - oVIL I, where oV I = 8F(L/L) -
(G L )(082 - (8 1); and &Ft , 8F, = variation of forces in the left and right 
flanges, given by &f~ = EuAt()Et; and &F, = E,At()E,. The strains in the left 
and right flanges of the link are OEt = (&ulh) - b(&fll + (8 2 )lh; and o£, = 
(8u/h) + b(&8 1 + &( 2 )lh. From the compatibility conditions, &11' = &fllL I 
= 88 2L:. Eliminating OEt, OF" 08 1 , 082 , oft, of,, and 8VI from these equa
tions, we obtain 

K&q = of ................................................. (la) 

or 

[ ~~: ~~~J U~ J = [~~ J . (lb) 

where K = tangential stiffness matrix, the clements of which are 

ArE, 
h (1 +~) ....................................... (2a) 

K _ ArE,bL ( 
,) - I 
- hL)L2 

..................... (2b) 

(2c) 
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A comment on our choice of variations is in order. If we investigated 
only the stability of equilibrium states, then we could consider only one 
variation, OW, since the assumption of a displacement-controlled test implies 
that ou = ° (displacement control is necessary for being able to observe 
postpeak states), In inelastic structures, however, bifurcations typically do 
not occur at the moment of S.lability loss, but earlier. Here we are interested 
mainly in bifurcation of equilibrium path, which can happen during a con
trolled variation (increment), OU, of the axial displacement [for detailed 
explanation and examples of similar problems see Bazant and Ccdolin (1991), 
chapter 10]. So we must consider two variations. ow and OU, 

First Bifurcation: No Unloading 
If the tangential modulus E, varies continuously, the first bifurcation may 

be expected to occur while there is no unloading in the structure, i.e. ~ = 
I [see Bazant and Cedolin (1991), chapter 10], For the primary path (w = 
0) we have Koq(ll = of and for the secondary path (w *' 0) we have Koq(2) 
= of. If there is bifurcation, these two equations must be satisfied simul
taneously for the same of, and since there is no unloading, matrices K are 
the same in both equations, Subtracting them, we get K(oq(2) - oqlll] = 
O. This is a system of linear equations for [oq(21 - oql Il], and if there is 
bifurcation, oq(2) - oq(l) oF 0, which occurs if and only if detK = O. This 
is the condition of first bifurcation [e ,g. Bazant and Cedolin (1991), section 
10.4]' which was in plasticity formulated by Hill (195R). Note, however, 
that detK = 0 also occurs at the limit point (maximum point) of the equi
librium path, in which case detK = ° does not imply bifurcation, 

Let us assume that the equilibrium path [Fig, 2(a)] is followed by incre
menting displacemant u (displacement control) while the lateral disturbing 
force of = O. Before the axial load N reaches its maximum, E, > 0, ~ = 
1. KI2 = K2I = 0, detK > 0, and, hecause of = n, we have &w = 0; that 
is, the system follows a symmetric (primary) equilibrium path. At N = 
Nmax , E, = 0, and, consequently, KII = K12 = K21 = 0 and detK = O. 
However au is controlled and, since K22 > 0, ow = 0; that is, no deflection 
can occur, Therefore, the first point at which detK vanishes is not a bifur
cation point but the limit point [Nmax in Fig. 2(a)], When the axial displace
ment is increased further, the tangent modulus E, hecomes negative; the 
load decreases. but no deflection is possible until again detK = 0, For no 
unloading (~ = I), this condition is equivalent to KlIKn = 0 or K22 = 0, 
which gives 

-E---- ,'+ -_ hLIL2(\' C(Li+L3») 
'2b2 LAr /'/"IL 2 

. , . (3) 

In this case 

oN = K,l)&U (-ta) 

.. (-tb) 

and all' is arbitrary, suhJect only to the loading condition OF; > O. which, 
by substitution of the expression 88 1 + 08 2 ow( L! L]LJ. becomes 

ali' <: LJ"2 
all - hL 
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FIG. 2. (a-c) Bifcrcation of Equilibrium Path; (d) Equilibrium Condition in Flanges 
for Primary and Secondary Path; (e) Graphical Solution of (12) 

We then have for a given finite OU infinitely many possible ow [see Fig, 
2(h)], In other words we have a bifurcation of the equilibrium path; there 
exists a secondary (symmetry breaking) branch, for which the specimen 
flexes to the side, with a maximum ,lope in the (N, w) plane, given by 
oN/ow = 2AIE,bLlhLJ~2' We see that, indeed, the secondary path at first 
bifurcation occurs at no unloading. This is a rather general property of first 
bifurcation in inelastic solids (known in plastic buckling as Hill's hypothesis 
of a linear comparison solid), 

The condition expressed by (3) can be cast in the form 

I '1 h [L . , (Iv C)l E = -- N - + ( - 2~ < - - 2-. 
' " 4b 2 A f 2 L U, 

. (6) 

where ~ = (LI - L.Ji2 = distance of the location of the link from the 
specimen midlength. From this expression one can see that 1 ErIr,: (1) In-
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creases with the value of C, i.e. with the stiffness of the rotational restraints 
at the bar ends: and (2) increases with distance ~, provided that 

( ' ~ NL 
?-

2 
............... (7) 

i.e., that the stiffness of the rotational restraint at the bar ends exceeds a 
certain limit. If this condition is met, the minimum value of IEJ, occurs for 
Ll = L c' and is given by 

(¥ + c) h 

mini Eric, 
4bcA r 

.... (8) 

Behavior after First Bifurcation: Loading-unloading 
After the first bifurcation, aside from the loading-only (symmetry-pre

serving) path, a loading-unloading (symmetry-hreaking) path become pos
sible. Assuming again that of 0, (lb) gives 

ow 
ou 

Substituting this into (Iu), one gets 

of\, = K(2)OU .... 

.... (9) 

( lOa) 

....... ( lOb) 

It may be easily checked that, for (- EJ --> IEJ" owl&u --> L1L/bL, i.e., 
after an infinitely small load decrement ONI of arbitrary direction [Fig. 2( c) 1, 
the loading-unloading path starts with a slope equal to the limit slope of 
the loading-only path. Remembering (5), this means that the limit value of 
E, for which the loading-unloading path becomes possible can be calculated 
by imposing btl = O. We find also that in this case K(2) --> 2A,E,/h = K(ll. 

[For an ideal I-section, which is considered here, the condition Of l = () for 
the deflected configuration implies a priori the aforementioned equality of 
the tangent stiffnesses; see Fig. 2(d).] 

Path Stability and Actual Behavior of Tensile Test Specimens 
According to the thermodynamic condition of stable postbifurcation branch 

given in Bazant and Cedolin [(1991) sections 10.2-10.3], the equilibrium 
branch that must occur is that for which the tangent slope given by K(l) or 
K,2) is steeper. Thus, the symmetry-hreaking secondary branch first can 
occur when K(l) = K(21 and must occur when 

........... (11) 

From (9) and (10) one finds that the condition given by (11) is always satisfied 
for c', < - iEJ,. Consequently, assuming the softening stress-strain diagram 
to have a gradually steepening downward slope, the specimen will flex to 
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the side as soon as the condition E, = -IE"', is exceeded, i.e. E, becomes 
less than ~ IE,i", which happens immediately after the first bifurcation point. 

The ngl.d-bar speCimen that we analyzed may be imagined to approximate 
the behavIOr III actual direct tension tests. Contrary to fracture specimens 
With notches, the location of the failure zone within the specimen length is 
llldetermlllate If deflection to the side is ignored (it then depends on the 
randomness .of material properties, or, if failure occurs near the grips, it 
may be attnbuted to stress concentrations due to poor grips or to poor 
gluing of the specimen ends to the platens). 

As the foregoing analysis shows, if there is a rotational restraint of nonzero 
stiffness at the specimen ends, the minimum magnitude IEJ, of the tangent 
modulus for which flexing to the side occurs is attained when the speciinen 
breaks III the middle. Moreover, it increases with C. It follows that, in order 
to increase stability of the primary path, one should increase the stiffness 
of the rotational restraints at the bar ends. 

If no restraints at the specimen ends are present (C = 0), the value of 
IErIc, given by (3) tends to zero when the failure zone occurs near the ends, 
and attains a finite value IEJ, = (hNL)(8b 2Af) when the failure zone is 
located in the middle. This means that, in absence of rotational restraints, 
the specimen fails right at the peak load and failure occurs at the ends. 

Analogy with Shanley's Tangent Modulus Load of 
Elastoplastic Column 
. For the case L I = L2 = L, the condition expressed by (3) can be cast 
III the form 

............ (12) 

where we have put (T = NI2A,. This is an implicit equation exactly analogous 
to that defllllllg Shanley's tangent modulus load of a compressed elastoplastic 
column (Shanley 1(47) [for a review, see for example Bazant and Cedolin 
(1991), sections 8.1 and 10.2-:-10.4, Hill (1958,1%1), and Hutchinson (1974)]. 
Fig: 2(e), drawn tor a genenc stress-strain law, shows the graphical solution 
of (12). We agalll see that the effect of the spring stiffness C is that an 
lllcrease of C prolongs the stahle path beyond the peak. 

We must note, howe\'er, that while in compression, the Shanlev's load 
corresponds to a bifurcation of the equilihrium path (which can he ~eached 
under both load control and displacement control), in tension the hifurcation 
load defined by (12) can be reached only under displacement control, he
cause under load control the specimen would fail at the peak load [N nux in 
Fig .. 2(a)]. We must also point out that while in compression, the loss of 
stablltty of the undetlected state (neutral equilibrium at bifurcation) occurs 
after the first bifurcation (and corresponds to different critical loads de
pending on the type of control; see Bazant (\9/11\, 1989a,b) or BaZant and 
Cedohn (1991), section 10.3], in tension it cannot occur (except, as already 
mentioned, as a hmlt pOint). This can be easilv understood bv realizing that, 
with a negative slope of the loading branch: both flanges give a ne~gative 
contnbution to the axial load, i.e. neutral equilibrium is not possible. This 
can also be shown by introducing the condition of unloading of the left 
tl,a~ge, exrressed by the opposite of (5), into (10); the resulting value of 
K (.) IS alwavs <0. 

Overall ';'e may conclude that the stralil-softenlIlg feature of the consti
tutive law engenders bifurcation of the equilibrium path in direct tensik 
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test. a fact that has not been suspected. The popular wisdom has been that 
nuckling to the side can be caused by compression only, but in the case of 
softening behavior this is now seen to be false. 

ELASTIC SPECIMEN WITH STRAIN-SOFTENING SLICE 

A more realistic analysis requires consideration of a deformable specimen, 
as shown in Fig. 3(a). This specimen, of length L, has a rectangular cross 
section of depth r and width .\". and is restrained at both ends by springs of 
stiffness C. We assume that strain-softening, if it occurs, must be localized 
in a beam slice of a short length h (h «'L). located at distances L[ and 
Lc from the specimen top and bottom [Fig. 3(a)]: /'1 + Lc = L = specimen 
length. Let Er (Er < 0) be the tangent modulus for loading and E" (E" > 
0) be the modulus for unloading [Fig. 3(d)] at the moment when the sym
metry-breaking bifurcation with strain softening in the slice begins. Outside 
the slice, there is no loading anywhere. The variations of the rotations of 
the ends of the slice at the moment of bifurcation arc denoted as btl I and 
oflc. The variation of curvature in the slice is 

.... (13) 

The variations of strains at the left and right faces of the ,lice arc COK 
and (s - C)OK. when: c is the distance from th'e left face to the neutral axis, 
which separates loading from unloading [Fig. 3(c)]. Since in the rigid-bar 
model previously presented \ve have seen that the limit condition for the 
existence of the symmetry-breaking path is OF! ._- O. we will usc in the 
deformable-bar model the condition c .O~ () in order to determine the critical 
value of E r . 

Let x be the axial coordinate measured from the top. I = rs '/12. and W 

bc the deflection curve. The differential equation of neam column is f-,,,l(d4 wl 
dX'J - N(d:w/(ix 2

) = () (N being positive for tension). and ih general 
solution under the boundary conditions w = () and E"lifw/dx' = Cdwldx 
at the top (x = 0) is w = A[(sinh kx + Ivk cosh kx - ljik) + BI(x + 
lji cosh kx - I)J). where k2 = N1t"l and IV = CE"lk'. Compatibility with 
the rotation variation at the slice reLjuires that dw dx = 08 1 at x = L I • i.e 

Alk(cosh kL[ + t\Jk sinh kL 1) + B1(l + t[Jk sinh kL 1) = 88 1 ...•.• (1..1) 

Similarly, for har segment L2 

Compatibility of deflection variations at the top and hottom of the slice 
requires that, for small h. bW[ = bWz• i.e. 

A[(sinh kL[ + ljik cosh kL[ - I)Jk) + B I (/,[ + I)J cosh kL[ - I)J) 

= A2(sinh kLc + tlJk cosh kLz - ljik) + B2(Lz + tlJ cosh kL z - I)J) 
(16 ) 

The shear-force variation at the slice is () V = - bM' + Nbw'. For the 
variations of the bending moment ,'vi and the shear force V at the top and 
hottom of the slice we have the equilibrium conditions 

oAf = EJk2[A1(sinh kL[ + tlJk cosh kL I) + B1lv cosh kLll .. 
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FIG. 3. (a) Deformable-Bar Model; (b) Free-Body Diagram; (e) Variations of Stresses 
and Strains throughout Strain-Softening Slice; (d) loading and Unloading Tan
gential Moduli 

A,[ - F,Jk'(cosh kf-\ + ~!k sinh kL,) -'- JVk(cosh kL, + tlJk sinh kL I)] 

+ B I [ - EJk'tlJk sinh kLI + Nk(1 + I)Jk sinh kL1)] 
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+ A2l - EJP(cosh kL2 + wk sinh kL 2 ) + Nk(cosh kL2 + wk sinh kL 2 )] 

+ B2l - EJk3wk sinh kL2 + Nk(1 + wk sinh kL2)] = a .......... (IS) 

The variation of the axial force resultant of the stresses in the slice and 
the variation of the bending moment about the cross section center are (Fig. 
3(c)] 

oN = oNt + oN, .......................................... (I9a) 

oM = G ~) oNt - G -s ; c) oN, ...................... (I9b) 

where 

C 
oNt = - Eu COK 2 r ......................................... (20a) 

s - C 
oN, = E,(s - C)OK -2- r .................................. (20b) 

Finally, the variation of the axial strain of the slice. 01', is expressed by 

ou 
OE = 

h 
.................................................. (21a) 

......................................... (2Ib) 

Eqs. (13)-(21) represent a system of 13 equations for the unknowns oN, 
oNt, oN" '6M, C, AI, B I, A 2 • B2, '68 1, '68 2 , OK, and '61', with '6u prescribed. 
This equation system may be solved as follows. First we obtain the ratios 
a = B/Ah ~ = AzIA I , and -y = Bz/A I from (16), (17b), and (IS). Substi
tuting now (14) and (15) into (13). we get Al = (hlkG I )'6K, where G I = 
cosh kLI + wk sinh kLI + a(w sinh kLI + 11k) + ~(cosh kL2 + tlok sinh 
kLz) + -yew sinh kL2 + 11k). We can at this point express the constants 
A I •... , B2 as functions of '6K. Then, substituting (20) into (19b) expressing 
c from (2Ib), and taking into account (I7a), we get the following nonlinear 
equation: 

F G:) + k~1 G 2 = 0 ...................................... (22) 

where F = function of the ratio '6E1'6K = Y defined as F( y) = (rI6)[ Eu(512 
- y)2(S + y) + E,(s/2 + y)2(S - y)] and G 2 = EJk2(sinh kLI + Wk cosh 
kLI + aw cosh kL I). 

The expression for the tangent stiffness K(2) = '6NI'6u may be found by 
substituting (20) and (21) into (l9a). We obtain 

K(2) =!:..- [-Eu (~_ '6£)2 + E, (~_ ~EfJ (''6£)' ··1 .......... (23) 
2h _ '6K "" OK, '6K 

We can now solve (22) under the condition 0 s; C "" s [which assures that 
the expressions of '6Nt and '6N, in (2U) are correct] and substitute the solution 
(if it exists) for '6E/'6K into (23). This equation gives then the value of K(2), 
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which may be compared to the tangent stiffness for the primary equilibrium 
path 

K(l) = E,A ................................................ (24) 
h 

in order to tell. according to (11), which equilibrium path will be followed. 
In the foregoing formulation we neglect both axial deformation of the bars 
and second-order axial displacements due to deflection. 

The limit condition c = 0 is equivalent to (h/2) - (OE/OK) = O. which 
ensues from (2Ib). When this is substituted into (23). one gets for K(c\ a 
value that coincides with K(l). similarlv to what we found for the rigid-bar 
specimen. The corresponding value or" E, is given by ~ 

12G,h 
-E, = IE,I" = --' 1 ............... . 

kGlrs 
.... (25) 

Again one finds that. for E, < -I EJ" (11) is always satisfied. 
Numerical calculations show that the effects of the stiffness of the end 

restraints and of the position of the strain-softening zone along the bar are 
analogous to those found for the rigid-bar specimen. This is illustrated hy 
Fig. 4. which shows the value of IE,! u as a function of the stiffness C for 

0.2 

0.1 0005 

CPim 

CL/Eu I 

0 0.01 0.03 0.05 

CLlEu I 

o 10 20 30 
FIG. 4. Minimum Magnitude of Loading Tangential Modulus at Bifurcation for 
Different Values of L,/,", 
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different values of the ratio L/L2 , for the case that L = 100 cm; h = s = 
5 cm; r = 10 cm; I = 500 cm3

; N = 15,000 N; and Eu = 3 X 106 Nlcm 2 • 

One can see that the effect of increasing the stiffness of the end restraints 
is to enhance the stability of the primary path. One can also see that, below 
a certain finite value Clom, unequal lengths of the two elastic parts of the 
specimen are favored because they cause an earlier flexing to the side. The 
contrary happens for C> Clom' Since Cl•m is usuallv a very small value, the 
specimens with rotational end restraints should usu'ally break in the middle 
which is a desired behavior in material testing.' , 

Similarly to the previous case of a specimen consisting of two rigid bars. 
one can calculate the stiffness matrix K and show that again the first bifur
cation follows from the condition detK = O. 

IMPERFECT SPECIMENS 

The present analysis dealt only with perfect specimens. When the spec
imen has imperfections, such as the initial deflection or load eccentricity, 
the equilibrium path shows deflection from the beginning and asymptotically 
approaches the secondary path of the perfect structure when the deflections 
become large. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The equilibrium path in a direct tension test of a strain-softening material 
exhibits a bifurcation in which the secondary. symmetry-breaking branch 
corresponds to flexing of the specimen to the side. According to the ther
modynamic condition for a stable postbifurcation path, the structure must 
follow the secondary branch. 

The occurrence of lateral flexing can be retarded by providing rotational 
restraints at the specimen ends. The stiffer they are, the steeper the postpeak 
slope of the strain-softening diagram required for the occurrence of bifur
cation. 

The analysis shows that lateral flexing favors a break at midlength of the 
specimen over a break away from the middle. 

The bifurcation behavior is analogous to Shanley's bifurcation in elas
toplastic columns. But there are differences in stability limits. 

Nonlinear geometric effects, particularly the straightening effect of the 
moment of the axial force about the centroid of the deflected cross section, 
cannot always prevent the lateral tlexing. Imperfections cause lateral tlexing 
already, before the first bifurcation is reached. 
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